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Looking ahead in all directions

Looking back on a past year offers the opportunity to evaluate results and assess 

whether objectives have been achieved. However, particularly in this rapidly chan-

ging world, organisations must also look ahead, to anticipate for future develop-

ments. In our annual report of 2011 we do both. We are looking back on a successful 

year in which we as an institute have achieved our objectives, and more: we further 

increased the internal efficiency of our organisation, we appointed a new managing 

director to succeed the interim director, and we achieved a positive financial result – 

which is not a given considering the economic crisis. And, together with you, we are 

also looking ahead to the future. In this annual report you can read about a diversity 

of projects, which we started in 2011 and will continue during the next few years. All 

these projects are bursting with ambitions – of both our clients and our employees. 

Together we are working on a more sustainable society and clever innovations that 

work in practice. 

In 2011 we also celebrated our 35th anniversary. From the start in the 1970s we 

have based our work on an integrated systems approach, with a keen awareness of 

the close linkages between agriculture, nutrition and health. We are proud that this 

integrated approach is also advocated in the prestigious report Towards an integral 

approach of sustainable agriculture and healthy nutrition, published late 2011 by 

the Scientific Council for Integral Sustainable Agriculture and Nutrition. Two resear-

chers of our institute are members of this council. 

As of 2012 the funding landscape for research institutes in the Netherlands has 

changed profoundly. Starting this year, national budgets for many research themes 

will be allocated to selected ‘top research sectors.’ We believe that, also in this new 

setting, we will be able to offer added value to businesses and governments, based 

on our expertise and experience. Our close collaboration with agricultural entrepre-

neurs and agribusinesses provides an excellent starting position. 

Finally, we would like to express our sincere thanks to our clients and funding 

agencies for their trust in our organisation. 

Prof. Jan Willem Erisman

Managing Director as of 1 February 2012 

2011
January Poultry Signals  Second (Dutch) 

edition of Poultry Signals: a practical guide 
for poultry-oriented management rolls of the 
press. This guide is also available in French, 

English, German, Italian and Russian

March Kick-off Prospects for Saline 
Agriculture project  Research on salt-
tolerant crops for salinized soils gains 

widespread media attention

March From Chick to Hen project 
completed  Feather pecking is minimized 

by providing chickens with roughage, grain 
and floor litter for scratching and foraging

March Launch Nigerian Organic Agricul-
ture Network  Agro Eco-Louis Bolk Institu-
te sets up new research centre for organic 
agriculture in Ibadan, Nigeria

March Kick-off Integrative Medicine in 
practice project Patients with allergies and 
chronic joint problems participate in study 
aimed at developing integrated care and 

improving health

May Alfalfa as green manure  Fresh cut 
alfalfa and silaged alfalfa are effective 

alternatives for animal manure

May Organic Food Quality and Health 
Congress in Prague  150 international 

scientists discuss latest research results on 
quality, safety and health effects of organic 

products. LBI presents cunsumer study

May-July 50 field days Flourishing Farm 
project  More than 500 farmers visit field 
days of Flourishing Farm  project on field 

margin management 

June 16 June 2011 Louis Bolk Institute 
celebrates 35th anniversary (1976-2011)

March, June, September Vision on 
sustainability presented to parliamentary 

committees  Louis Bolk Institute is invited to 
presents its vision on food chain sustainability 
at three round-table discussions with Dutch 

parliamentary committees

June Bio Field Day  More than 400 
farmers visit Bio Field Day with organic crop 

demonstrations in Flevoland

July Kick-off Forage Trees project 
results Willows and alders serving as feed 

for goats and cows also reduce nutrient 
leaching, improve landscape quality, and 
provide wood for green energy production

August New definition of health in BMJ 
British Medical Journal publishes new 

definition of health; LBI researcher Huber is 
one of the authors

september Kick-off Bruistuin project 
Green Care project investigates effect 

of community garden on health of 
neighbourhood residents

October - December Research on effects 
of Paleolithic diet  Nutrition study 

investigates effect of paleolithic diet on 
glucose metabolism and vascular wall 

function in people suffering from metabolic 
syndrome

September Alternatives for Antibiotics 
Symposium of veterinary medical 

association KNMvD Louis Bolk Institute 
gives presentation on effect of roughage 

on health of rearing and laying hens

October Increasing availability of 
sustainable cocoa  Cocoa farmers in Ghana, 

trained by Agro Eco-Louis Bolk Institute, 
supply organic cocoa to Dutch department 

store Hema via Return to Sender

October PhD degree for Cynthia 
Verwer, 11 October Animal-friendly 

accommodation for laboratory animals 
improves quality of scientific research 

November Natural Farming Symposium 
Organic farmers and nature managers in 

Brabant form effective partnership 

November PhD degree for Erik Baars, 
18 November Research on preventative 

and curative health promotion tests 
various interventions and addresses 

conceptual and methodological issues

December Mini symposium  Jan Bokhorst, 
soil scientist and founder of Agriculture 

department of Louis Bolk Institute, retires 
after 33 years with LBI 

December  Integral approach to food 
production chain advocated  Treating 

sustainable agriculture and healthy nutrition 
as separate research and policy areas is not 

effective; LBI researchers Lammerts-van Bueren 
and Huber, members of the Dutch RIDL&V, 

advocate integral approach

December  Jan Willem Erisman to 
succeed Bendert Gijzel, interim director  

Supervisory Board decides to appoint 
Erisman as new managing director of Louis 

Bolk Institute 



Green manures
Organic farmers have to reduce their use of conventionally produced animal  

ma nure. In 2011 they were allowed to source 50% from conventional farms, but 

this will be gradually reduced to 0% by 2020. To be able to meet these require-

ments alternative fertilizers are needed, particularly on organic arable farms. In 

2011, at the request of the organic arable sector, the Louis Bolk Institute started a 

study on ‘internal farm optimization’. The specific aim of this project is to increase 

on-farm nutrient use efficiency, mainly through optimizing crop production sche-

mes, crop choice and the use of green manures. The main focus of 2011 was to 

conduct field trials with cut green manures, a new method based on grass-clover 

and alfalfa. Geert-Jan van der Burgt: “Usually grass-clover and alfalfa are ploughed 

into the soil, right where they were grown. A new method is to mow these crops and 

use the foliage to fertilize other fields. This allows a more targeted and balanced 

application of nutrients. The drawback is that you need a large tractor and trailer 

for transport.”

Farmer & researcher
The objective of 2011 was to develop an efficient method for the application of cut 

green manures. The field trial was designed by the farmer (Joost van Strien) and re-

searchers together. The farmer subsequently carried out the field operations, while 

the researchers monitored the trial and collected crop and soil samples. Geert-Jan: 

“Our conclusion is that this new method is perfectly feasible. The first crop and soil 

data also look very promising.” Whether the application of cut green manures is 

also profitable depends on the price of animal manure and transport. Geert-Jan: 

“We are close to the break-even point. If the costs of animal manure and transport 

increase further, the use of cut green manures quickly becomes a viable option. 

Furthermore, this method allows to optimize nutrient cycles at farm level, which is 

a key objective of organic agriculture.” 

Name

Objective

Duration

Funding

Participants  

& Locations 

Project partner

Optimization of nutrient cycles at farm level 

To optimize the use of own produced green 

manures to counter the shortage of animal 

manure in organic agriculture

2011 - 2015

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 

Innovation

Biodynamic farm of Joost van Strien in Ens; 

Experimental plots of the ‘Manure as Opportu-

nity’ project at PPO Lelystad

Applied Plant Research (PPO), Lelystad

Project leader 

Geert-Jan van der Burgt MSc.  

Louis Bolk Institute

“Our collaboration is very effective: the researchers are  

motivated, committed to organic agriculture, and thoroughly 

familiar with the practice of farming.”  Joost van Strien, bio-

dynamic arable farmer in Ens, about the Green Manures project 

Projects 2011  

The seven projects presented in this annual 

report illustrate that our researchers base 

their work on the understanding that agri-

culture, nutrition and health are strongly 

interlinked. This means that we address 

problems in a broad context, looking for so-

lutions that work for the entire system and 

product chain: from soils to plants, animals, 

environment, nutrition and health. With this 

integrated approach, the systems approach, 

we want to contribute to a more sustainable 

world with a healthier growth of humans, 

animals, plants and soils.  
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Name

Objective

Duration

Funding

 

Location 

Participants  

Armajaro Training

To train cocoa farmers in Ghana in sustainable 

production for Rainforest Alliance certification

2011 - 2015 

Armajaro Ghana Ltd, an international trader in 

cocoa and other soft commodities

11 districts in Ghana

in 2011: Thousands of cocoa farmers

Project leader

Willem-Albert Toose MSc. 

Agro Eco-Louis Bolk Institute

“Their staff are professional 

and courteous, and go the 

extra mile because they have 

a clear understanding of the 

client’s needs. Armajaro has 

been happy with their service 

and would recommend them 

to others.”   

Vince McAleer, Armajaro Head 

of Development & Sustainability, 

Africa, about the Agro Eco-Louis 

Bolk Institute

Sustainable cocoa
In addition to being one of the world’s largest cocoa producers, Ghana is also a 

biodiversity ‘hot spot’. Armajaro Trading, one of the most important cocoa buyers 

in the African West Coast, has made the conservation of Ghana’s rich flora and 

fauna a key priority in its responsible trading practices. Last year, in eleven districts 

of Ghana, the company started to prepare cocoa farmers for Rainforest Alliance 

certification. The Agro Eco-Louis Bolk Institute was asked to provide guidance and 

expertise. Willem-Albert Toose: “We are working towards group certification, where 

dozens of small farms are certified together. To achieve this goal we’ve set up a trai-

ning cascade. Starting at the top, we are training about twenty-five Armajaro staff 

members. In turn they provide ‘train-the-trainer’ courses to hundreds of key contact 

farmers and buyers, who subsequently train thousands of farmers on location. In 

the field we monitor how the information is applied by the farmers in their farms. 

Based on these insights we fine-tune the instructions at the top of the cascade. 

Furthermore we train people of the internal quality control system in checking and 

documenting compliance with the certification requirements. And finally we report 

to the senior management, for they have to keep an overview of all links in the 

production chain.”

Motivated farmers
Farmers not only fetch a better price for Rainforest Alliance certified cocoa, they also 

increase their harvests by 20-50% thanks to the training they receive.  Willem-Albert:  

“This sure helps to motivate them. It’s great to see them so enthusiastic.” An important 

lesson last year was that, in addition to training, you also need to provide the right 

materials. Willem-Albert: “You can teach farmers how to prune, but then they’ll need 

pruning tools at all the locations.”

In this project the Agro Eco-Louis 

Bolk Institute is sharing knowledge 

with huge numbers of farmers, 

spread over a large geographic 

area. Willem-Albert: “At the end of 

this project we will have indirectly 

trained tens of thousands of cocoa 

farmers in sustainable production. 

I would love to use this approach 

to further develop organic agricul-

ture in Africa.” 

“I got to know the researchers of the Louis Bolk 

Institute as highly motivated people and good 

listeners. They make use of natural processes and 

look for solutions that really work in practice. I  

really like their approach."  Mark van Rijsselberghe,

project leader of ‘Prospects for Saline Agriculture’ 

Name

Objective

Duration

Funding

Location 

Participants

Project 

partners

Prospects for Saline Agriculture

To grow salt-tolerant crops on salini-

zed agricultural soils

2011 - 2015

Waddenfonds; Provinces of Friesland 

and Noord-Holland

Two sites on the island of Texel 

(sandy and loam soils), one site in 

Zurich, Friesland (clay soil)

Mark van Rijsselberghe (agricultural 

entrepreneur), Geert Geel (dairy 

farmer)

Zilt Perspectief Foundation; Plant 

Research International (PRI); VU 

University Amsterdam

Cultivation of saline crops

Project leader at LBI 

Bart Timmermans Ph.D.  

Louis Bolk Institute

Due to sea level rise and soil subsidence, large areas of agricultural land in the  

Netherlands are threatened by soil salinization. During droughts, such as in spring 

2011, the freshwater lens floating on saline groundwater is depleted, leading to salt 

intrusion and damage to crops and soils. During the next decade at least 125,000 

hectares (6.5% of total agricultural land) will to some degree be affected by soil 

salinization. Some soils already have accumulated so much salt that they are no 

longer suitable for growing common crops. Bart Timmermans: “Soil salinity at our 

experimental site in Friesland is so high that regular crops no longer grow there, but 

on Texel some of our plots are less saline. We investigate how farmers can keep these 

soils in production by growing salt-tolerant crops and saline (halophytic) plants.”

Laboratory and field
In the project ‘Prospects for saline agriculture’ three institutes are working together, 

sharing their unique expertise. The VU University conducts greenhouse, laboratory, 

and small-scale field trials to determine salt tolerance levels of various crops. PRI (part 

of Wageningen University and Research centre) focuses on product quality. Bart: “And 

the Louis Bolk Institute supports the farmers with applied research at field scale. Last 

year we determined the growth rates, and fertilizer and water requirements, of sea 

kale and sea beet under different conditions. We also did tests to establish the maxi-

mum salinity level at which these crops do well. Sea kale, for instance, will survive 

temporary salt peaks but does not tolerate continuously high salt levels in the soil.”

Soil life
Soil salinization is a problem particularly in low-lying coastal regions such as the 

Netherlands. It also occurs in deserts, but there it is caused by evaporation exceeding 

precipitation. Bart: “In our country the soils most prone to salinization are often loca-

ted close to sensitive nature areas. This is all the more reason to focus on sustainable 

crop production. Hence we are looking at ways to stimulate soil life en limit nitrogen 

leaching.”

During the 2012 growing season the Louis Bolk Institute will continue its field trials 

with sea kale, sea beet, barley and quinoa. Bart: “Our ultimate goal is to develop crop 

rotation schemes for brackish and saline soils. We need a range of salt-tolerant crops 

to make crop rotation and organic production possible. We are making progress, but 

a lot remains to be done.”

soilsplantsanimalsenvironmentnutritionhealth soilsplantsanimalsenvironmentnutritionhealth



The collaborative project ‘Flourishing Farm’ made a flying start in early 2011. Only 

one month after the Field Margin Management government subsidy scheme had 

been launched, 300 farmers from all over the Netherlands had joined in a collec-

tive application for funding. To sow 200 hectares of field margins required 5,500 

kilograms of seed. Based on many years of international research, the seed mixtu-

res contained as many as 20 species to ensure flowering from May through No-

vember. Merijn Bos: “The fact that flowering field margins are beautiful is a bonus, 

but it’s not what we are after. The main objective is to increase the availability of 

nectar and pollen in the landscape, as a food supply for hoverflies, parasitic wasps 

and other beneficial insects.” This ‘functional agrobiodiversity’ provides a natural 

means of pest control, which should help to reduce the use of insecticides. The role 

of the Louis Bolk Institute in this project is to support farmers with biodiversity 

monitoring, advice and expertise. 

50 field days
“The initial enthusiasm of the participants grew only stronger during the year. The 

50 field study days and 20 evaluation meetings were all very well attended: I’ve 

met just about all participants during these meetings,” says Merijn. “We teach the 

farmers to inspect their crops for the presence of beneficial insects. Based on their 

own observations of pests and natural enemies, 52% of participating conventional 

farmers stopped using insecticides along field margins, and another 25% reduced 

their insecticide use. Working in harmony with nature increases job satisfaction. 

I’ve noticed that it has a real uplifting, empowering effect on the farmers.” Mean-

while, more than 500 farmers applied to participate in 2012. Merijn: “It is an enor-

mous challenge for us and our project partners to get this organized; we offer the 

farmers all the support we can. If this collaborative project a success, we will have 

shown that the agricultural sector is able to collectively take on any other nature 

conservation or water management scheme, for example as part of the greening of 

the Common Agricultural Programme.”

Naam

Objective

Duration

Funding

Location 

Number of  

participants 

Project  

organisation 

More info

Flourishing Farm 

To increase functional agrobiodiversity 

and reduce insecticide use

2011 - 2013 

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture 

and Innovation

Farms throughout the Netherlands

in 2011: 300 (mostly arable) farmers 

(20% organic, 80% conventional)

Farmers associations Veelzijdig Boeren-

land, BoerenNatuur and De Natuurweide; 

and 20 local organisations for agricultu-

ral landscape and nature management

www.bloeiendbedrijf.nl

“It is wonderful to see how many agricultural entrepreneurs have joined the Flourishing Farm project, 

and how enthusiastic they all are. I can tell that the researchers of the Louis Bolk Institute are used 

to working with groups of agricultural entrepreneurs. They are the connecting link between funda-

mental research and farming practice.”  Monique Brobbel, policy adviser at the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs, Agriculture & Innovation

Flourishing Farm 

Project leader  

 Merijn M. Bos Ph.D. 

Louis Bolk Institute

Name

Objective

Duration

Funding

Location 

Participants

 

Reseachers LBI

Project partners

More info

Project facilitator  

Kees van Veluw MSc. 

Louis Bolk Institute 

Organic dairy farmers’ study groups

To limit the use of antibiotics on organic dairy 

farms

2009 - 2012  

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 

Innovation

All over the Netherlands

120 organic dairy farmers and 30 others (veterina-

rians, conventional dairy farmers, researchers and 

advisors)

Jan Paul Wagenaar MSc., Nick van Eekeren Ph.D.,  

Lucy van de Vijver Ph.D.

DLV Plant Research and Advice

www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zLMgtER53w

I’ve worked with the Louis Bolk Institute in many projects, and got to know them as a  

research institute that has built its expertise in organic agriculture. They’ve also responded 

effectively to sustainability trends in conventional agriculture. The broad expertise of their 

researchers is a real asset.”  Teunis Jacob Slob, chair of farmers’ association De Natuurweide, 

about the Louis Bolk Institute

The organic poultry, pig, goat and dairy farmers of the Netherlands have expres-

sed their ambition to reduce the use of antibiotics. The dairy farmers even aim for 

antibiotic-free production. To realize these goals the use of antibiotics in the organic 

livestock sector has been monitored in various projects – for instance, by analyzing 

veterinarian bills of dairy farms, and by screening pig farms for resistant MRSA bac-

teria. In addition, research is being conducted on the effect of herb-rich pastures and 

herbal remedies on the health of cows and goats.

The results of these scientific studies are actively discussed in various farmers’ study 

groups. Kees van Veluw: “This way the reports don’t end up in a drawer. The farmers 

adopt new insights right away to improve their farm management practices.” 

Learn from each other
Kees van Veluw is the facilitator for the organic dairy farmers’ study group: “It is my 

job to get the discussion going. I create a safe atmosphere where farmers are comfor-

table to talk freely. It is important that everyone can be open about their antibiotics 

use, without creating losers or winners. It is also very helpful to exchange experiences, 

for instance on the use of herbal remedies. Scientific papers and reports provide 

invaluable information, but in the end farmers learn the most from each other.” The 

conclusions of the study group are communicated to other dairy farmers. Kees: “This 

way we reach 220 out of the 300 organic dairy farmers in the Netherlands.”

The Louis Bolk Institute is a strong supporter of the participatory approach. Kees: 

“The key is that farmers see themselves as problem owners. Researchers collect data 

and provide advice, but ultimately the problem has to be solved in practice, on the 

farms. As soon as farmers realise this, they become eager to learn and act. Data show 

that participants of the farmers’ study group have reduced their antibiotics use in 

recent years. We’re on the right track!”

Limit the use of antibiotics

soilsplantsanimalsenvironmentnutritionhealth soilsplantsanimalsenvironmentnutritionhealth



Over the years the Louis Bolk Institute has built considerable expertise in Mind-

Body Medicine. This area of research deals with the interaction between body and 

mind, and how this can be used to stimulate the body’s own healing capacity. A 

good example is the PROPAV project. This four-year study has shown that guided 

imagery (visualization) and relaxation exercises can help to decrease the need for 

pain medication. The study was conducted with patients undergoing surgery for 

gall bladder removal. This is generally a painful procedure, requiring a high level 

of post-operative pain control. Miek Jong: “Before surgery the patients received 

a CD with instructions on how to prepare for surgery using positive imagery and 

self-suggestion; for instance by imagining that your body is strong and resilient, 

and able to heal itself after surgery.” The study was carried out by a team of anaes-

thesiologists, surgeons and nurses. Miek: “Our role was to provide guidance and 

research expertise throughout the project, including the preparation of a scientific 

journal article.”

The effect of stress
The study shows that pain and the need 

for medication can be reduced with sim-

ple techniques like guided imagery. Miek: 

“The more often patients had done the 

exercises before surgery, the less pain 

medication they needed after the opera-

tion. Less medication means fewer side 

effects and lower costs.” Miek spoke with 

several patients herself: “What struck me 

was that, while they were dreading the 

surgery, the patients were pleased that 

they could do something about it. The 

exercises helped them to regain a sense 

of control.” The study also showed that 

just handing out the CDs is not enough. Miek: “You also have to explain how stress 

and anxiety influences the body. When people understand that they will be less  

sensitive to pain if they relax, it really motivates them to practise the exercises regularly.  

Without that awareness the CDs easily end up unused in a cabinet.”

Name

Objective

Duration

Participants 

Project partners 

More info

Project leader 

Miek Jong Ph.D.  

Louis Bolk Institute 

PROPAV Study

To investigate whether guided imagery and 

relaxation exercises reduce pain, stress and 

anxiety in surgery patients

2008 - 2012

140 patients undergoing surgery (70 in control 

group, 70 in intervention group)

Slotervaart Hospital Amsterdam; Red Cross 

Hospital Beverwijk

Publication expected end of 2012

“In all phases of the project the 

researchers have taken lots of 

work off our shoulders. I got to 

know them as dedicated team 

members, committed to delive-

ring accurate work. I am really 

pleased with the excellent gui-

dance they gave us, from start 

to finish.”  Aarnout Pijl, anaes-

thesiologist at the Slotervaart 

Hospital, about the LBI

Mind-Body Medicine

Name

Objective

Duration

Funding

 

Location 

Participants

Partners

More info

Bruistuin Malburgen 

To encourage a healthier lifestyle in Malburgen by 

establishing a community garden

2011 - 2013 

ZonMW (Netherlands Organisation for Health Re-

search and Development); Volkshuisvesting (Arnhem 

Housing Corporation); and various sponsors

Malburgen, a multi-ethnic neighbourhood of Arnhem

30 Turkish and Moroccan families in Malburgen 

(study group), and 30 comparable families in a 

similar Arnhem neighbourhood (control group)

Volkshuisvesting (Arnhem Housing Corporation); 

Municipality of Arnhem; Bruishuis community centre; 

various agencies and consultancies (Green&So, Rijn-

stad, RadarAdvies, Seinpost); general practitioners, 

therapists and volunteers in Malburgen

www.bruishuis.nl

Project leader Health study

Lucy van de Vijver Ph.D. 

Louis Bolk Institute

“You can tell that the Louis Bolk Institute has a lot of in-house expertise. Their 

researchers are very knowledgeable, and able to integrate the expertise of other 

project partners. They think along with us about project design and planning, 

which really helps us to focus and prioritize.”  Gerda Koopmans, Social Development 

project leader at Arnhem Housing Corporation, about ‘Lively Garden’

Multi-ethnic Bruistuin
The Bruistuin (‘Lively Garden’) project was launched in November 2011. The garden 

is to become part of the Bruishuis community centre, a meeting place for residents 

of the multi-ethnic neighbourhood Malburgen that opened its doors in 2009. The 

design of the communal garden is based on three workshops held in December 2011, 

where more than 80 adults and children contributed their ideas and wishes. Lucy 

van de Vijver: “I was touched by how happy the local residents were that they were 

listened to. Regardless of their different cultural backgrounds they were united in 

their ideas about what is beautiful and important for the neighbourhood. Everyone 

agrees that children like to play with water and climb on logs. And they all want 

picnic tables, school gardens, a communal vegetable and fruit garden and a fitness 

track.” The Bruistuin will be officially opened in May 2012.  

Tackling ‘western diseases’
The Louis Bolk Institute investigates whether the presence of a communal garden 

encourages a healthier lifestyle. The study focuses on Turkish and Moroccan families. 

The incidence of ‘western diseases’ such as obesity and diabetes is relatively high 

in these groups compared to native Dutch families. In 2011 interviews were held 

to collect baseline data. Lucy: “We looked at how much time each family member 

spends on exercise and sports, what they eat, and what are their ideas about healthy 

nutrition.” In the next project phase various cooking workshops and sports activities 

will be organised for the study group families. 

Garden promotes social cohesion
Lucy expects that the garden will strengthen the local community. “I’ve already no-

ticed that people have gotten to know each other better. This increases their mutual 

understanding and sense of security. I hope that the Bruistuin will become a lively 

place where people like to do gardening work or take a walk. This way the garden will 

be a natural invitation to get more exercise. The greatest challenge is to help people 

adopt healthier eating habits. Working together in the garden and in workshops 

should give people a better understan-

ding of a healthy lifestyle, which they 

will hopefully apply in their daily lives.”

soilsplantsanimalsenvironmentnutritionhealth soilsplantsanimalsenvironmentnutritionhealth
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The Louis Bolk Institute has had a good year. After 

three years of negative financial results the orga-

nisation has recovered on its own, closing 2011 

with a net surplus. The Supervisory Board is very 

pleased with this accomplishment, as well as with 

the research results and projects achieved by the 

employees in 2011. Nevertheless there are some 

clouds on the horizon. The effects of the economic 

crisis are becoming increasingly noticeable. One of 

the most important clients of the Louis Bolk Insti-

tute, the Dutch government, is making substantial 

budget cuts. Fortunately, the institute is taking 

decisive action to acquire new projects and locate 

new funding sources. 

The Supervisory Board would like to express its 

thanks to interim director Bendert van Gijzel MSc. 

During the past two years he has implemented 

various organizational improvements that have 

contributed to the positive financial result of 2011. 

Commercial awareness has clearly increased, and 

project acquisition skills of employees have been 

further improved. We would also like to thank  

Tom Peetoom, who has been a board member 

for many years, and who resigned in December 

2011 in accordance with the board’s resignation  

scheme. In 2012 we will recruit two new members 

to bring the Board back to full strength. 

During 2011 the Supervisory Board has been in 

frequent touch with the interim director, the ma-

nagement team and the works council. This fruit-

ful collaboration has given us a richer and more 

balanced understanding of the institute. Further-

more, an evaluation of the Board’s performance 

by an external governance expert has resulted in 

a clearer separation of powers and responsibilities 

between the Management Board and Supervisory 

Board.  

The recruitment and selection process for the new 

managing director has been carried out with ut-

most care and attention. Collaboration with vari-

ous employees during this process was pleasant 

and effective. We are therefore very pleased with 

the appointment of Prof. Jan Willem Erisman as 

the new managing director, starting 1 February 

2012. We are confident that he will be able to 

further strengthen the position and societal signi-

ficance of the institute. 

Despite the faltering economy there is a growing 

movement pressing for more support for organic 

and sustainable agriculture, nutrition and health. 

And this is exactly what the Louis Bolk Institute 

has been dedicated to for more than 35 years.

H. J. Niemeijer, MSc.

Chair of the Supervisory Board

Comments on 2011

Name
Task

Chair
Members

Name
Task

Chair

MANAGEMENT 
Supervisory Board
Supervise the achievement of objectives of 
the Louis Bolk Institute
H. J. Niemeijer, MSc.
T. N. Peetoom, deputy-chair (until 12  
December 2011), A. van den Burg, and  
Prof. Mrs. A. van der Zijpp; two vacancies

Management Board
Daily management of the Louis Bolk Institute
B.R.A. Gijzel MSc., Interim Director, succeeded 
by Prof. J. W. Erisman as per 1 February 2012

Statement of accounts 2011

The Louis Bolk Institute has closed the financial year of 2011 with a surplus of 

€ 240,880. This positive result is mainly thanks to the higher percentage 

of billable hours, and overall higher hourly rates in 2011 compared to 2010. 

Additional reductions in operating costs have also contributed to significant 

savings. The annual figures refer to the consolidated annual statement of the LBI 

Foundation, and have been approved by the Supervisory Board on 10 April 2012. 

The auditor's report on these figures has been completed by Stolwijk Kelderman 

Accountants on 3 April 2012.

Statement of revenue and expenditure (x € 1000)
Actual 2011 Actual 2010

Revenues from projects and subsidies  5.643  5.252 
Subcontracting costs 2.077- 2.101-
Net revenues from projects and subsidies 3.566  3.151 
Donations and income from fund raising 9    57 
Various revenues    24      6 
Total revenues 3.599  3.214 

Wages and salaries  2.444 2.381
Social security contributions      318 304
Depreciation of intangible  
and tangible fixed assets    68  78 
Other operating costs  527    580 
Total expenditure  3.357   3.343 
Balance from ordinary business operations 242   129-

Financial revenue and expenditure   1-    2-

Result 241  131-

The positive (consolidated) result of the LBI Foundation for 2011 is € 240,880 

(for 2010: -/-€ 131,189).

Distribution of reveues according to funding source

 Other government 
programmes 28% 

 provinces 6% 

 EU subsidies 3% 

 Companies 
and banks 7%  Foundations

and institutions 
14%

 Research 
programme
Ministry of
EA&I 21%

 
 local NGOs

21% 
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Netherlands:

Hoofdstraat 24

NL - 3972 LA  Driebergen

 T  + 31 (0) 343 523 860

F  + 31 (0) 343 515 611

info@louisbolk.nl

www.louisbolk.org

Eastern Africa:

P.O. Box 71982

Kampala 

Uganda

T + 256 (0) 312 296 642

easternafrica@louisbolk.org

www.louisbolk.org

West Africa:

Christman House

 PMB KA 84 Airport 

Accra, Ghana

T + 233 (0) 302 786 097

F + 233 (0) 302 786 154

westafrica@louisbolk.org

www.louisbolk.org
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